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Become more productive with Factory Design Suite
Learn how to streamline your workflows
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Design Suite. This session features Factory Design Utilities.
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01.

Setting Up and Sharing Asset Libraries

Factory Design Utilities allows you to put your assets where you want. These libraries could be
intended for only you to use on your local machine, or you could be setting up on your network for your
entire design team to share (note that although I haven’t covered it here, if you are using Vault Pro, as
of 2017 you can include asset libraries inside of Vault). In Figure 1, I have moved (I will cover this in
another tip!) my demo assets to a folder on the server here in the office.

Figure 1: My Server Library located on a server

Almost everything related to Asset libraries, begins with Inventor. Even if you primarily use or start in
AutoCAD, you will need to setup an Inventor Project first to define your library locations. When you go
into
in Inventor, you can create an entirely new project file if you would like, or as I am here, you
can edit an existing one.

Figure 2: Inventor Projects
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In Figure 2 above, I have selected the existing project file I would like to edit. In the bottom portion of
the dialog, I select
, then to add a new path I choose the
button on the right. This will add a
new path under “Libraries” for you to enter the path to your library location. Once you have entered the
path or paths to the location of your libraries, you can save and exit. Now any Inventor layout that uses
this project file will have access to the library you added.
Ok, that is Inventor, but what about AutoCAD? Well in AutoCAD you can also setup Factory to use that
specific Inventor Project file, even if the layout hasn’t been synced with Inventor yet. Ok, so you may
be asking what that means…what do you mean “if the layout hasn’t been synced with Inventor yet”?

Figure 3: Factory Assets in AutoCAD Options
DEFAULT PROJECT FILE
PROJECT FILE FOR CURRENT DRAWING
(OVERRIDES DEFAULT)
USE TO SET INVENTOR’S ACTIVE
PROEJCT BEFORE SYNCING

Select an Inventor Project file to be used when starting with
AutoCAD
This path will be populated with the Inventor Project file that is
used when syncing from AutoCAD
When selected the default project file defined in AutoCAD
options will be set active in Inventor as the sync is performed

The key here is that once you sync with Inventor, the “overrides default” path is always filled in, so if
you want to use a specific project file and you start with AutoCAD, be certain to have it defined in the
Options and make the selection to have it set as the active project file during the sync process!

02.

Creating Simplified Assets

There are numerous reasons why you may want or need to do this, but regardless of the reason you
have the need to simplify your assets. Whether you are batch publishing many assets, or publishing a
single asset as I am here, you have varying degrees to choose from for simplifying through both
shrinkwrapping and saving as mesh.
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Figure 4: The above image is the asset before simplifying during publishing

Figure 5: Simplification Options
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In Figure 5 above, when you choose “Simplify” you have two pre-configured options and three options
that are configurable.

Figure 6: Simplify options for custom configuration

When you select one of the “custom” options, you will see UI as illustrated above in Figure 6. These
options allow you to pick and choose the details to remove based upon varying factors.
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Figure 7: Asset after simplification

Above in Figure 7, you see the results of the asset after I simplified it during asset publishing. You can
see that a lot of the smaller details that are not necessary were removed but those items important for
the layout and the overall footprint of the asset were kept.

03.

Using Chained Assets

Chained Assets are an extremely powerful feature within AutoCAD Factory Utilities. It allows you to
draw a simple polyline, then once you sync with Inventor that polyline will be replaced with assets such
as conveyors, safety fences, etc.

Figure 8: Identifying chained assets in Asset Browser

Chained Assets are only available in AutoCAD Factory Utilities and can be found in the asset browser
identified by the “chain link” in Figure 8 above.
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Figure 9: Initial polyline in the AutoCAD Factory Layout

Once selected, you can then draw the polyline in the locations and how you want the asset it
represents to be routed. The polyline that is added to the drawing is a temporary placeholder for the
specific asset you selected.

Figure 10: Polyline replaced with assets in the Inventor Factory Layout
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When you sync to the Inventor Factory Layout, the polyline is replaced with real assets meeting the
lengths and routing that you had defined with drawing of the polyline. Anything that is not the standard
asset length has a color override applied so that it is easy to identify.

Figure 11: Polyline now replaced with assets in AutoCAD Factory Layout

When you sync back to the AutoCAD Factory Layout, the polyline is also replaced here with the real
assets. That’s it! Simply use the “chained asset” to draw a polyline, sync, and you have quickly placed
many connected assets that you would have had to otherwise insert one at a time!

04.

Creating Custom Chained Assets

You can leverage the power of chained assets for your own custom created assets by creating your
own chained asset on the Factory Asset Warehouse. To start, you will have needed to have already
created a straight segment and turn segment of your asset then have uploaded/published those to the
Factory Asset Warehouse.
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Figure 12: Build Asset Chain

Once you confirm the assets you want to work with are available, you can begin building your own
asset chain by selecting the “Build Asset Chain” button as illustrated above in Figure 12.

Figure 13: Choose New or Existing
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You now will enter a wizard to assist you and walk you through the process of creating your custom
asset chain. The first thing you are asked to do illustrated in Figure 13 above, is choose whether you
are creating a brand new asset chain or starting from an existing asset chain. For this demonstration I
selected to create a new asset chain.

Figure 14: Step 1, Asset Chain Basics

First, you will enter some basic information. What do you want to name your new asset chain? Do you
want to create a new collection or add it to an existing one? What units? Then you have some
information automatically entered based upon your login and you can modify it if desired.
Note: Also, through this process pay attention to the TIPS on the right hand side. You will find lots of very useful pointers and
information related to the active step in the process.
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Figure 15: Step 2, Straight Segment Settings

In step 2 you will need to first select the asset that represents the straight segment of your chained
asset. Next you will define the start and end connector names and finally you define the default and
minimum parameter values.

Note: The “Connector Names” that are expected here are the exact names assigned to the asset that you selected for this segment
when building it.
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Figure 16: Step 3, Turn Segment Settings

In this step we deal with the turn segments. We need to first select the turn type for the segment then
select the asset that represents our turn segment. Again we will assign start and end connector names
then move on to defining our parameter values for both default and minimum.
Note: The “Connector Names” that are expected here are the exact names assigned to the asset that you selected for this segment
when building it.
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Figure 17: Step 4, Summary

In the final step you can review everything you have done and easily make changes/adjustments before
publishing your asset chain.

Figure 18: Success!
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Once the publish is completed, you will see the “Success” message appear.

Figure 19: New Asset Chain

Now you see the new asset chain you created listed in your cloud asset library.
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Figure 20: Available in AutoCAD Factory Utilities

Now you can go back to your AutoCAD Factory Utilities, do a quick refresh on your asset browser and
begin using your new asset chain.

05.

Process Planning into Layout Design

If you are on subscription, you have access to an additional tool called Process Analysis 360. This tool
allows you to model, simulate and analyze your process design and then move right into working on the
physical layout once you are happy with your results.
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Figure 21: Process Analysis 360 Dashboard

In Figure 21 above you are seeing the dashboard for Process Analysis 360. From here you can start a
new design, pick up where you left off with an existing design, learn more about the tool and perform
many other tasks. In this case, I chose
to create a new process model.

Figure 22: Assign Name

When creating a new design/process model, the first thing you must do is designate a name for your
new design.
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Figure 23: Process Analysis 360

In Figure 23 above, you see the primary interface for editing and creating process designs. A little bit
about this interface:





You can toggle the view of various palettes on/off
o Properties – displays the process properties panel where you will see the process
properties for the item selected in the design canvas
o Reports – this one is a little different because it really isn’t a view toggle like the others.
Located under this fly out you can generate reports or export process model data
o Factory – displays the factory asset browser palette where you can asset a specific
asset to generic process items you have placed in the design canvas
o View – displays the palette containing various user controls for the display of the design
canvas
o Settings – displays the palette containing various simulation controls
You can save, access help and other information
Use these tools to add process objects to your design
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o
Control the simulation, zoom, etc.
o

Figure 24: Adding Process Elements to Design

In Figure 24, I have added some basic elements to my design:





A Source
Some Processors
Some Operators
An End Product
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Once I have added these elements, I connected them by simply dragging from an output arrow
an input arrow

to

. Ending with something similar to

Figure 25: Assigning Assets

At any point, once you have placed a generic process object, you can go to the Factory Asset Browser
to assign specific assets. You can easily to this by dragging and dropping from the asset browser onto
the generic process object. In Figure 25 above, you can see that I have now assigned assets to all of
my generic process objects, even the operators!
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Figure 26: Process Properties

above you see the process properties for one of the processors that I currently have selected. To
achieve more accurate simulation results, I would go through these settings for everything in my design
and adjust to accurately reflect the machine, operator, etc. that is being represented. The different
process objects have different properties available for definition.

Figure 27: Processor Operations

When dealing with processors that have multiple operations, you can quickly and easily add additional
operations to meet your needs by click the on the object.
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Figure 28: Simulation Settings

You can tailor the simulation settings to meet your needs. You can choose between target quantity,
duration of run and continuous run for the simulation duration. As well as you can choose between
Normal and Uniform distribution types.

Figure 29: Simulation In-Progress

When the simulation is running, you will see some visual feedback in your design. In Figure 29 above,
you can see information regarding the output rate, amount of source use and number of end products
completed all at a glance.
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Figure 30: Tooltip Information while Simulation Running

While the simulation is running, you can also hover over various areas of the process objects to see
more details in real-time during about the simulation as illustrated Figure 30: Tooltip Information while
Simulation Runningabove.
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Figure 31: Simulation Results

Once you are done running the simulation and as long as the toggle to “Enable Reporting” was on prior
to running the simulation, you can generate an HTML reports to further view the results of the
simulation run on your process design. You can also choose to export the information to a “.csv” file.

Figure 32: Export Process Design to DWG

Once you are settled with your process design, you can export it to DWG to use in the Factory Design
Utilities to get a jump start on the layout design.
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Figure 33: Exported DWG Opened In AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities

If you assigned assets in your process design, during export those assets will be used. As you can see
above, all of my assets that I assigned in my process model are present. From here I can continue with
my layout work, moving assets and adding things to complete the design that I started from Process
Analysis 360.

06.

Asset Previews in AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities

Thumbnails not big enough? Want to know more information about an asset before you use it or even
before you download it? You can right-click on the asset in asset browser and select “Preview”. This
will open up a new palette to provide you a preview of the asset and some asset information. Oh, and
the preview can be panned to view any/all angles!

Figure 34: Asset Preview
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Figure 35: Asset Preview Panel

07.

Asset Previews in Inventor Factory Design Utilities

Oh, but wait!! For the next 20 minutes and the cost of shipping and handling, you can also have asset
previews in Inventor Factory Design Utilities!!!! (sorry, bad US infomercial joke ) Ok, so maybe it
doesn’t cost anything and is not limited to the next 20 minutes, but you can have the asset previews in
Inventor Factory Design Utilities with the pan capabilities!
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Figure 36: Accessing Asset Preview
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Figure 37: Asset Preview

08.

Updating Assets

Imagine you are three quarters of the way through designing your layout and you learn that a piece of
custom machinery used throughout your layout design has been changed and those changes greatly
impact your layout. You may be thinking…”oh my, I have to go through my layout and replace the old
version of the asset one instance at a time”…well rest assured, you do not have to do that! You can
leverage the tool “Update Assets”!
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Figure 38: Awareness

In the asset browser, a lightning bolt badge icon is used to indicate that there is an updated version to
be downloaded. From here, you can download the updated asset and any new asset you insert will be
the updated version but those that were already placed are not updated in this manner.

Figure 39: Update Assets Command – AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities

To update those assets already placed in the layout, you can use the
contains any assets that are out of date, you will see:

command. If the layout
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Figure 40: Select Factory Assets to Update UI

Here you can pick and choose what assets you wish to update. You can choose some, all, or none if
you wish. Also you can see how many instances will be updated, the status and any comments that
were added when the asset was published. Note that you can also include to update any assets in
sub-layouts as well. In this case used the check box in the header to quickly select all of the out of date
assets in this layout then I selected the “Update” button.
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Figure 41: Success Notification

The UI will be updated to inform you of the new status for those items you selected to update. In the
following few images, you will see that this same functionality is available in Inventor Factory Design
Utilities as well.

Figure 42: Update Assets – Inventor Factory Design Utilities
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Figure 43: Inventor Factory Design Utilities

Figure 44: Inventor Factory Design Utilities
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09.

Replacing Assets

In certain instances, you may be asked to replace an asset with another. Alternatively, you may have
something that is an AutoCAD block or an Inventor part but is not an asset and need to replace it with a
Factory Asset.

Figure 45: Various Placeholder Assets in AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities

In the above image, I have placed 4 placeholder assets and 3 items that are AutoCAD blocks, not
Factory Assets.
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Figure 46: Selecting Assets/Blocks to Replace

I have selected the items I want to replace, in this case the 4 placeholder assets and the 3 blocks. I
then right-click and select “Factory  Replace with Asset”.
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Figure 47: Select Replacement Asset

In Figure 47, you browse or search for the asset you want to use as the replacement. When you select
an asset on the left, the pane on the right will display a preview and additional property information
about the selection. In this case, I selected a Fanuc a-1iD CNC machine that I copied to my library
from the system library.
Note: The checkbox on the lower left, selecting this will copy the values for parameter matches as the asset is replaced.

Figure 48: Assets Replaced
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10.

Identifying Clashes

On almost all projects, there are multiple contributors working on their individual part of the project.
How do they know if something they are placing impacts or clashes with something in part of the
project? What if these are created by different CAD systems, how can they tell if there are any issues
before build where it becomes a much larger problem and much more expensive to address?

Figure 49: Layout in Navisworks

With Factory Design Utilities, from either AutoCAD or Inventor you can Sync to Navisworks. Not only
will this sync the primary layout that is open at the time, but it will also sync any sub-layouts and/or
xrefs that are attached.

Figure 50: Add more files with Append

For the projects that have inputs other than Factory Design Utilities, you can leverage the “Append”
feature to add additional items which then you can detect clashes amongst everything in the
Navisworks file.
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Figure 51: Clash Detection

Once you have everything appended, you can run “Clash Detection”. To start, there is a little setup to
do…

Figure 52: Add Clash Detection Test

We start by adding a clash detection test.
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You select the “Add Test” button…

Figure 53: Add Clash Detection Test

Figure 54: Defining and Running the Clash Detection Test

Once you add the test, you can define some rules as well as select specific entity types and files to look
for clashes in. When finished, you simply hit Run Test.
Note: At minimum you must make a selection from the list in set A and set B before running the test..
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Figure 55: Some Clashes Identified

Figure 56: Some Clashes Identified

As you move through the list, you are taken to the clash in the document to view.
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Figure 57: Clash Report

As you are reviewing the clashes that are reported, you can:






11.

Pan, Zoom, etc. and the new view will be automatically saved for you to return to
Update the status
Add comments
Designate an assignee for further review or correction
Create groups

Annotating in AutoCAD

You can show/hide annotation on your 2D layouts quickly via the options on the Factory Properties
Palette. These annotations will also be visible in the 3D layout via the underlay.
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Figure 58: Factory Properties
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Figure 59: Annotation

To toggle an annotations visibility, you will click the
change the visibility of multiple annotations at once.

button then the update button

. You can
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Figure 60: Defining Default Annotation Visibility

When publishing assets, you can define the default visibility state of the various asset properties. This
is simply the default, so when you initially place an asset from the library, what annotation will be visible
and what annotation will not. This of course can be adjusted for each instance of an asset after it is
place via the methods mentioned above.
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12.

Using Parameters and Variants in Assets

When creating assets, you can build in parameters to control the asset and then define variants to
provide various pre-defined sets. As you will see, these can then be controlled in both Inventor Factory
Utilities and AutoCAD Factory Utilities.

Figure 61: Defining Parameters

When building the asset in Inventor, you can define many parameters as part of the modeling process.
Then with Inventor Factory Design Utilities, you can pick those that should be “Key Parameters” which
will be exposed for editing in both AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities and Inventor Factory Design
Utilities.
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Figure 62: Defining Asset Variants

If desired, you can no take those key parameters and define different variants. These variants are predefined combinations of key parameter values.
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Figure 63: Asset Variants

You can pick the key parameters and assign a value that you want to make up the variant and give the
variant a name. You can make many variants that will be exposed in a drop down list with the name
you assign here to pick from.
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Figure 64: Asset with Variant Indicator

In the Asset Browser, when an asset has variants defined, you will see the indicator as illustrated above
in Figure 64. This indicator will be present in both AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities and Inventor
Factory Design Utilities Asset Browsers.
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Figure 65: Selected Asset Variant

You can select the asset variant you want via the Factory Properties Palette in both AutoCAD Factory
Design Utilities and Inventor Factory Design Utilities. When an asset variant is selected, the
parameters are read-only and cannot be modified.
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Figure 66: Asset Variant Selected and Asset Updated
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Figure 67: Right-Click Menu

Additionally, you can change the asset variant in both AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities and Inventor
Factory Design Utilities via right-click menu.

13.

Moving Asset Library Contents

Did you publish an asset to the wrong location? Do you want to move an asset or an entire library to a
new location? You can quickly and easily achieve this now directly within Asset Browser. The options
outline below work for both AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities and Inventor Factory Design Utilities.
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Figure 68: Move Individual Asset

In asset browser, you can select an asset and right-click and choose “Move”.

Figure 69: Move Folder of Assets

You can also select a folder and right-click, select move and move all of the assets within that folder to
a different location.
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Figure 70: Select Location to Move To

Just as when you initially publish an asset, you have the same UI and choice to determine/select where
you are going to move the asset(s) to.

14.

Find in Library

You are working on a layout that someone else started and have no idea where some of the assets are
located to place additional instances. How can you find the asset in the library? There is a great little
tool in Factory Design Utilities called “Find in Library” which will quickly locate and display the asset in
asset browser. This command can be found on the right-click menu in both AutoCAD Factory Design
Utilities and Inventor Factory Design Utilities.
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Figure 71: Find in Library
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Figure 72: Asset Browser Before
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Figure 73: Asset Browser After Find in Library

Above, you can see the assets location within asset browser.
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15.

Enabling/Disabling Connectors

Connectors are an amazing feature in Factory Design Utilities, but sometimes they can tend to get a bit
in the way. For example, you have a bunch of conveyors placed by need to adjust the path by adding
in some turns. With connectors turned on, that is way more difficult than it should be. So, toggle the
connectors off, make your change, and toggle them back on.

Figure 74: AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities

Figure 75: Inventor Factory Design Utilities
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16.

Locate Asset on Disc

Another thing you may need, is to find the asset files themselves wherever they may reside. This
capability exists in both AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities and Inventor Factory Design Utilities. It can
be access within the Asset Browser and by right-clicking on an asset and selecting “Explore”

Figure 76: Explore
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17.

Copying Asset Library Contents

Earlier, we covered the ability to Move an asset. Now we take a look at copying an asset or…wait for
it…an entire folder of assets!! As with many of the other things we covered, this is available in both
AutoCAD Factory Design Utilities and Inventor Factory Design Utilities. It can be accessed in asset
browser by right-clicking on an asset or folder.

Figure 77: Copy Asset

Figure 78: Copy Folder of Assets
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18.

Asset Selection

You can quickly select all assets based upon a single asset that you have selected. You can choose to
simply select all instances of that asset (regardless of configuration) or you can choose to select all
assets instances with the same configuration.

Figure 79: Asset Selection
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19.

Setting Up your Annotations

Ok, so earlier we took a look at turning asset annotations visibility on/off and setting the default visbility
state, but what about other aspects of annotation. What about the size and font? What about the
default placement? Do I have to edit everything individually to get what I want? The answer is NO!
When setting up your template, you can define your annotation defaults found on the Factory
Annotations tab in the AutoCAD options. You can set:
 Font
 Text Height
 Position & Alignment
 Layer

Figure 80: Annotation Configuration
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20.

Customizing the Floor/Grid in Inventor Factory Design Utilities

In Inventor Factory Design Utilities, you can change the Floor and Grid settings to meet your needs.

Figure 81: Floor/Grid Settings Access

Figure 82: Floor/Grid Settings

Here is the rundown on the control you have over the floor/grid:
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Floor
o
o
o
o
Grid
o
o
o

Visibility – you can choose whether or not the floor is visible
Size – choose auto or determine the size you want the floor to be
Border – show/hide the floor border
Color – choose a color for the floor that suite your needs
Visibility – choose whether the grid is displayed or not
Determine the grid spacing
Determine the grid color

Figure 83: Default Settings
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Figure 84: Customized Settings

21.

Quickly Identify Custom/Non-Standard Assets by Color

In Inventor Factory Design Utilities, when assets are custom configured, you can quickly identify them
by their special color. This color is configurable and can be found in Factory Options as pictured below.

Figure 85: Factory Options
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Figure 86: Custom Components Color

22.

Insert a Single Asset at a time

Some prefer to have asset insertion end after placing a single asset. This can be set for Inventor
Factory Design Suite. By default, multiple assets are placed, but inside of Factory options you can
choose to have the command end after placing a single asset.

Figure 87: Factory Options
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Figure 88: Single vs. Multiple Asset Insertion

23.

Set Default Asset Publishing to Simplify According to your needs

So, we covered the ability to simplify assets during asset publishing, but did you know that you could
pre-define the simplification so that it was the default selection when publishing assets? No, ok then,
first thing is this is available in Factory Options within Inventor Factory Design Utilities.

Figure 89: Factory Options
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Figure 90: Simplify

So you can choose to have simplify turned on and select the simplification level.

24.

Don’t reposition after insertion

When placing assets, you have the ability to rotate and reposition. If you find this is something you
seldom do and just is a few more clicks, you can turn it off! You can find the setting in Factory Options.

Figure 91: Factory Options
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Figure 92: Reposition Asset

By default, it is turned on and when you insert an asset you have the ability to reposition that asset.
You can uncheck this option to no longer have the ability during insertion to reposition.
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25.

Using Snaps to Place Assets in locations other than on the floor

There are many different types of assets that need to be placed on something other than the floor.
How do I do this? The landing plane defined for the asset will end up making the asset placed on the
floor, which is as it should be. However, in our example we have benchtop drill press which does not
need to be placed on the floor, so what can we do? While inserting the asset, we can adjust the snaps.
In this case, I turned off “Snap to Floor” and made sure “Snap to Surface” was turned on. This
permitted me to place the asset on the table and not the floor.

Figure 93: Snap Types

Figure 94: Asset Placement
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26.

Move an already placed asset from the floor to a surface at another
elevation

Ok, so in the previous tip we learned how to place assets on things other than the floor, but how do you
move an asset that has already been placed? Assemble is the answer!

Figure 95: Assemble

The Assemble command works much like the constrain command, but without creating the constraints.
It just allows us to put things together, much like a puzzle. A puzzle we put together and take back
apart, that is what we can do with Assemble where Constrain would be like setting a post in cement, it
cannot be moved again without going through additional work to remove the cement (constraints)

Figure 96: Asset on Floor
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Figure 97: Asset on Table
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